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Abstract. In this work we propose a novel positron driven plasma wakefield acceleration configuration in the non linear 
regime using tightly focused positron drive beams to create a hollow plasma channel with no background plasma ions, 
where positrons can accelerate to high energy. A simplified model for the background plasma ion motion in this scenario 
was analyzed. The proposed scheme was explored numerically resorting to multi-dimensional PIC simulations using the 
numerical code OSIRS.  

MOTIVATION 

Progress on the fundamental physics knowledge requires the study of the interactions of particles in the energy 
frontier, i.e. TeV. Nowadays, conventional high-energy accelerators are associated with acceleration gradients on 
the order of 10 MeV/m. Thus, the acceleration of leptons (such as electrons or positrons) to the TeV regime could 
require more than 100 Km long linear accelerators. Since plasma based accelerators have produced higher 
acceleration gradients (more than three orders of magnitude larger) than conventional accelerators in proof of 
principle experiments, they are promising candidates for future more compact particle accelerators. In particular, 
gradients that exceed the 100 GeV/m have been reached recently with the plasma wakefield accelerator at the 
Stanford Linear Accelerator Center (SLAC) allowing for the energy doubling of 42 GeV electrons in a 85 cm long 
plasma [1].  

The typical configuration for plasma wakefield acceleration (PWFA) consists of an intense and short electron 
drive beam that is propagating in an uniform plasma exciting relativistic plasma wakefields in the non-linear 
blowout regime [2]. In the blowout regime plasma electrons are expelled radially from the drive beam axis. 
Although the acceleration in the blowout regime has the potential to enable high energy gain for electrons, the 
transverse electromagnetic fields would defocus a trailing positron bunch and hence are not well suited for positron 
acceleration.  

Several techniques have been proposed [3-6] for positron acceleration in plasmas. Positrons can be accelerated in 
linear wakefield excitation regimes at the expense of lower accelerating fields. In addition, the use of hollow 
channels for positron acceleration in linear regimes has also been studied [4]. The use of positron beams as drivers 
of the plasma wakefields in the so-called suck-in (blowout equivalent) regime has also been investigated [5]. 
Recently, it has been shown that positron acceleration could occur in non-linear regimes of PWFA when Laguerre-
Gaussian laser pulses are used as the drivers of the wakefield [6]. Nevertheless, it is relevant and timely to search for 
new processes to accelerate positrons in the non-linear PWFA regimes. 
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In this work we propose a novel positron driven plasma wakefield configuration for positron acceleration in the 
non-linear PWFA regime. In our configuration the density of the beam that drives the wakefields is much higher 
than the background plasma density inducing significant ion motion and leading to the repulsion of the plasma ions 
from the drive beam axis generating a hollow plasma channel. We find that the non-linear wakefields excited in the 
hollow channel are suitable for positron acceleration. Here we include a simple analytical model describing the ion 
motion in the hollow channel. We present the numerical results from a 3D simulation performed with the particle-in 
cell code OSIRIS [7]. To conclude the onset of positron focusing and accelerating fields in the non-linear regime is 
discussed. Note that ion motion in plasma based accelerators has been considered before [8] but in the electron 
driven blowout regime and in the self-modulation regime where it poses a challenge for optimal wakefield 
acceleration. 

 

ANALYTICAL MODEL 

We propose to use a tightly focused positron bunch to create a hollow channel emptied of background plasma 
ions. In order to study the background plasma ion dynamics we consider a simplified model in which an uniform 
cylindrical positron bunch with density nb propagates in an uniform plasma with density n0 consisting of electrons 
and single charged ions with masses me, mi, respectively. The density of the plasma ions inside the hollow channel 
(radially close to the beam axis) can be computed from their equation of motion [9], yielding: 

 

 
ni
n0
= sech ξki( )2 ,  (1) 

 
where the transformation to the co-moving frame ξ=z-ct (z is the propagation distance) was performed and where ki 
represents the ion skin depth associated with the positron drive beam density, given by: 
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The skin depth is given in units of the plasma wavenumber kp = c/ωp. The hollow channel formation is dependent on 
the typical ion motion length, 1/ki, that decreases for lighter plasma background ions and for denser drive bunches. 
We note that even for low nb/n0 a quasi hollow channel can still be produced. According to Eq. (2), state-of-the-art 
conventional accelerators can deliver positron bunches capable of driving hollow (or quasi hollow) channels. 
 

3D OSIRIS SIMULATIONS 

In order to confirm the generation of the hollow channel, we performed 3D simulations with OSIRIS from which 
we present here one to illustrate the proposed scheme. The 3D (x1,x2,x3) simulations were done with a moving 
window traveling at the speed of light, c in the direction of the propagation of the positron drive beam, x1. The 
computational box used was 20x15x15 (c/ωp)3 divided in 650x487x487 cells in 1x1x1 plasma and bunches particles 
per cell. We used normalized units in which the densities are normalized to n0, the lengths to c/ωp = c me / 4 π e2 n0 
and the electromagnetic fields are normalized to the cold wave breaking field, E0 = c ωp me / e. 
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FIGURE 1. Simulation setup showing the drive positron beam, the trailing positron beam, the plasma ions at the borders of the 
hollow channel and the projections of the plasma ion density. 

 
 
 
The simulated setup for the proposed scheme, see Fig. 1, consisted of a 10GeV positron drive beam that 

generated a hollow channel in the plasma ions. The resulting wakefield structure was used to accelerate a test 
particle positron bunch. The initial drive and witness bunches profiles were respectively given by: 
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Simulations show strong focusing of the plasma electrons towards the drive beam. However, the beam space 

charge is not fully compensated by those electrons and it remains capable of expelling the plasma ions from the 
beam region. Thus a hollow channel is generated in the back of the drive positron beam. 

The longitudinal wakefield profile associated with the hollow channel is shown in Fig. 2 a). We note that the 
characteristic saw-tooth shape of the on-axis lineout shown in Fig. 2 a) (solid line) evidences the presence of non-
linear wakefields. The value of the maximum accelerating wakefield in the region of the witness bunch was of about 
0.6 E0. Figure 2 b) shows that inside the hollow channel, the transverse focusing wakefield is much lower than the 
typical values associated with a pure ion column in the non-linear blowout regime thereby enabling a more stable 
transverse positron bunch dynamics throughout the acceleration distance. 
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FIGURE 2. Slice of the longitudinal accelerating (a) and transverse focusing (b) wakefields for t = 1168 1/ωp taken at the middle 
of the simulation box. The solid lines represent the lineout for a) x3 = 0 and b) x1 = 1174 c/ωp. 

 
 

 

FIGURE 3. Energy distribution at the beginning of the simulation and after t = 1168 1/ωp for the positron drive and witness 
beams, (a) and (b), respectively. 

 
 

The energy of both driver and trailing positron bunch at t=0 and at t = 1168 /ωp are shown in Fig. 3 a) and b), 
respectively. The final time step corresponds to the propagation of the beams in an acceleration distance of 800 c/ωp, 
at which point the front of the drive beam lost some of its energy to generate the hollow channel and drive the 
wakefields. The energy gain by the trailing positron bunch is roughly 480 mec2 which is in good agreement with the 
accelerating gradients associated with the result shown in Fig. 2 b). 
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CONCLUSIONS 

We have shown that tightly focused positron beams can drive hollow plasma channels, exciting plasma 
wakefields in the non-linear regime. This configuration is thus promising for positron acceleration and may allow 
for positron acceleration with little emitttance growth due to positron-ion collisions. We derived a threshold for the 
onset of the self-driven hollow channel formation. This threshold shows that relaxed conditions for hollow channel 
formation can be achieved for longer positron drivers. Inside the hollow channel the accelerating wakefield reaches 
very high accelerating gradients whereas the transverse field is mainly focusing for positrons. In the simulation used 
to illustrate the proposed scheme a test-particle positron bunch was accelerated by about 450 mec2 in 800 c/ωp with 
maximum accelerating wakefields of about 0.6 E0, where E0 is the cold wavebreaking electric field 
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